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Beyond No Mean Soldier The
The Falcon and The Winter Soldier introduced us to Eli Bradley, a character better known to comic book fans as Patriot. Now, the actor has commented on whether we could see more of him in the ...
THE FALCON AND THE WINTER SOLDIER Star Elijah Richardson Addresses Possible MCU Future As Eli Bradley
Wyatt Russell's John Walker was a huge presence in "Falcon and the Winter Soldier" from the moment he sauntered in at the last scene of the first episode as the new government-sanctioned Captain ...
"Falcon and the Winter Soldier''s John Walker reflects the show's storytelling
The events of The Falcon and the Winter Soldier play a crucial role in redefining the MCU, and their reverberations will be felt in future Marvel stories.
The Falcon And The Winter Soldier's Place In The MCU Is Even More Crucial Than You Thought
Beast/GettyMalcolm Spellman was biting into a hot dog at Earle’s Restaurant on Crenshaw Boulevard when the gravity of what he’d helped bring to life in The Falcon and the Winter Soldier suddenly hit a ...
‘Falcon and the Winter Soldier’ Showrunner: This Captain America Understands Your Struggle
Full spoilers follow for The Falcon and the Winter Soldier. The Falcon and the Winter Soldier is a politically-loaded story about power, who wields it, and who has the right to wield it. The ...
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier Takes a Muddled Approach to the New Captain America
Baron Zemo only briefly wore his mask in The Falcon and The Winter Soldier, but showrunner Malcolm Spellman has now addressed its history , debunking claims it was tied to Thanos in any ...
THE FALCON AND THE WINTER SOLDIER Showrunner Briefly Explains The History Of Baron Zemo's Mask
THE Falcon and The Winter Soldier series finale brought plenty of thrills and left fans eager for a second season. The Captain America TV spin off on Disney Plus is set six months after Avengers ...
The Falcon and Winter Soldier post credit scene explained – and what it means for season 2
Anthony Mackie recently confirmed that Captain America's new wings are, in fact, made of vibranium, ending speculation.
‘Falcon and the Winter Soldier’ Star Anthony Mackie Confirms Captain America’s Wings Are Made of Vibranium
Orioles left-hander John Means' no-hitter against the Seattle Mariners earned him American League Player of the Week honors, Major League Baseball announced Monday. He’s the first Baltimore pitcher to ...
No-hitter makes John Means first Orioles pitcher to earn AL Player of the Week honors since 1994
Unlike most episodes in Falcon and The Winter Soldier ... means that secrets can be exposed and, crucially, supervillains can be armed with a flick of the pen. It’d be no stretch to suggest ...
Falcon and The Winter Soldier finale post-credits scene: how it sets up a major new Marvel villain
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier is no stranger to controversy as its leads drummed up plenty of drama during its run. From Bucky Barnes to Sharon Carter and beyond, the show had to contend with ...
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier Finale Reveals Zemo's Status
But what exactly does her showing up now mean ... Soldier" head writer Malcolm Spellman has confirmed that this series directly sets up three future Marvel projects. But honestly, there's no ...
'Falcon and the Winter Soldier': No, That Wasn't Okoye Who Bucky Ran Into
This review contains spoilers for Marvel's The Falcon and The Winter Soldier episode ... we have no idea if she’s a hero or villain, which further obscures what it means for Walker to become ...
The Falcon and The Winter Soldier: Season 1, Episode 6 Review
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier did a lot over its six episodes. The series set out to tackle what it means to be a Black man in America, what it means to be Captain America, and what it would mean ...
'Falcon and Winter Soldier' Creators Break Down the Finale's Biggest Twists (Exclusive)
In a new interview with Kevin Smith’s Fatman Beyond podcast ... he had no way of knowing that Marvel would be bought up by Disney, and the Winter Soldier would have a key role in Hollywood ...
Winter Soldier co-creator says Marvel isn’t paying him for the character’s success
Also Read: 'Falcon and the Winter Soldier ... to ensure no one could be the Black Panther after him. Nakia did manage to sneak away with one unharmed, allowing T’Challa to get his powers back once ...
‘The Falcon and the Winter Soldier': Is Bucky Working for That ‘Black Panther’ Character?
(And no, as of this writing we don’t know what the acronym means). Also Read: 'The Falcon and the Winter Soldier': Could Sharon Carter Be the Power Broker? We lack a lot of necessary information ...
‘Falcon and the Winter Soldier': What That Big Cameo Could Mean
But just because the original Captain America gives you his shield and tells you it’s yours doesn’t mean becoming ... full of super-soldiers tossing heavy things, there was no more powerful ...
In ‘The Falcon and the Winter Soldier’ finale, a new Captain America takes flight. What will that mean?
In its first episode, “The Falcon and the Winter Soldier” showed glimmers of curiosity about the margins of its universe. No one could have ... gruesome violence beyond what Marvel can ...
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